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Abstract: Cerebral small vessel disease (CSVD) is one of the most important causes of vascular de-
mentia. Immunosenescence and inflammatory response, with the involvement of the cerebrovascular
system, constitute the basis of this disease. Immunosenescence identifies a condition of deterioration
of the immune organs and consequent dysregulation of the immune response caused by cellular
senescence, which exposes older adults to a greater vulnerability. A low-grade chronic inflammation
status also accompanies it without overt infections, an “inflammaging” condition. The correlation
between immunosenescence and inflammaging is fundamental in understanding the pathogenesis of
age-related CSVD (ArCSVD). The production of inflammatory mediators caused by inflammaging
promotes cellular senescence and the decrease of the adaptive immune response. Vice versa, the
depletion of the adaptive immune mechanisms favours the stimulation of the innate immune system
and the production of inflammatory mediators leading to inflammaging. Furthermore, endothelial
dysfunction, chronic inflammation promoted by senescent innate immune cells, oxidative stress and
impairment of microglia functions constitute, therefore, the framework within which small vessel
disease develops: it is a concatenation of molecular events that promotes the decline of the central
nervous system and cognitive functions slowly and progressively. Because the causative molecular
mechanisms have not yet been fully elucidated, the road of scientific research is stretched in this
direction, seeking to discover other aberrant processes and ensure therapeutic tools able to enhance
the life expectancy of people affected by ArCSVD. Although the concept of CSVD is broader, this
manuscript focuses on describing the neurobiological basis and immune system alterations behind
cerebral aging. Furthermore, the purpose of our work is to detect patients with CSVD at an early
stage, through the evaluation of precocious MRI changes and serum markers of inflammation, to
treat untimely risk factors that influence the burden and the worsening of the cerebral disease.

Keywords: CSVD; ArCSVD; immunosenescence; inflammaging; BBB leakage; Endothelieal dysfunction

1. Introduction

Deterioration of the central nervous system associated with age depends on different
mechanisms related to chronic inflammation and the consequent decline in the immune
response. With aging, the dysregulation of molecular mechanisms of the immune system
promotes neurodegeneration and plays a crucial role in determining outcomes such as
dementia and stroke. Cerebral small vessel disease (CSVD) is nowadays recognized as one
of the most important causes of vascular dementia: immunosenescence and inflammatory
response, with involvement of the brain’s vascular system, constitute the basis of this
disease [1]. The definition of CSVD refers to all the pathological processes in which there
is an involvement of small vessels of the brain: small arteries, capillaries, and small veins.
This vascular disease is associated with the lacunar lesion, cortical atrophy, microbleeds,
abnormal changes of white matter and expanded perivascular spaces. The etiopathogenic
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classification of cerebral small vessel disease identifies many types, but the most frequent
forms are arteriolosclerosis-related, also known as age-related, and the cerebral amyloid
angiopathy [2]. Age-related CSVD (ArCSVD) is the most important cause of brain infarct
and vascular dementia. It strictly correlates to many risk factors such as aging, hypertension,
smoking and diabetes [3–5] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The pathophysiology of ArCSVD is complex and involves various players: the synergy
of the altered molecular mechanisms that the various risk factors cause leads to tissue damage;
diabetes mellitus, ageing, atherosclerosis, obesity and arterial hypertension cause an inflammatory
microenvironment that influences endothelial dysfunction, promotes vasoconstriction by reducing
the bioavailability of nitric oxide (NO), promotes the breakdown of the blood–brain barrier and
the activation of aberrant immune mechanisms which, in an interminable vicious circle, amplify
brain damage.

Although the concept of CSVD is broader, this manuscript focuses on describing the
neurobiological basis and immune system alterations behind cerebral aging. Furthermore,
the purpose of our work is to detect patients with CSVD at an early stage, through the
evaluation of precocious MRI changes and serum markers of inflammation, in order to treat
untimely risk factors that influence the burden and the worsening of the cerebral disease.

2. The Role of Aging in Pathophysiology of ArCSVD

Aging is characterized by immune-related modifications that determine susceptibility
to infectious diseases, increased risk of cancer and cardiovascular diseases, and reduction in
the effectiveness of vaccines. These conditions depend on a decline in the immune system
called “immunosenescence” [6].

Immunosenescence identifies a condition of deterioration of the immune organs and
consequent dysregulation of the immune response caused by cellular senescence, which
exposes older adults to vulnerability [7].

A low-grade chronic inflammation status also accompanies it without overt infections,
a condition named “inflammaging”, inflammation is a valid mechanism to destroy micro-
organisms and harmful substances entering the human body, but chronic subclinical
inflammation status associated with senescence increases the risk of degenerative and
metabolic disease [8].

Under normal conditions, the innate and adaptive immune systems recognize dan-
gerous substances and harmful stimuli such as pathogens [9] (bacteria, viruses, fungi,
and parasites considered nonself), endogenous damaged cells, and degradation products
of molecules (self) or gut microbiota (quasi-self), and activate the correct inflammatory
response to maintain homeostasis. However, with aging, the degeneration of sensors that
trigger the immune response causes uncontrolled activation of immune receptors and
therefore of molecular cascades: pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) such as toll-like
receptors (TLRs) 9 and NOD-like receptors lose their physiological functions and produce
an aberrant inflammatory response that promotes chronic inflammation [9].
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This mechanism produces cellular damage and accumulation of molecular debris in
multiple tissues and organs of the human body, interfering with the repair processes [10].

Inflammaging is the final and long-term result of inexorable and incessant physiologi-
cal stimulation of the immune system due to many cellular and molecular pathways, such
as senescence of immune and non-immune cells, mitochondrial dysfunction, alteration of
autophagy and metaflammation [11].

The recent scientific literature has shown that senescent cells (SCs) have adverse effects
on tissue homeostasis by producing inflammation amplifiers. It seems that SCs promote
inflammaging through a senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP), characterized
by a broad series of inflammatory actors (interleukin-6, interleukin-8) and degradation
products of extracellular matrix [12].

The presence of cellular debris and nondegradable products in the tissues triggers the
innate immune response through the molecular cascade of “damage-associated molecular
patterns” (DAMPs) that recognize self-signals and produce macrophage activation [13].

Innate immune activation promotes pro-inflammatory pathways through “nuclear
factor kappa-light-chain enhancer of activated B cells” (NF-kB) and “signal transducer and
activator of transcription” (STAT): the immune cells produce a significant number of in-
flammatory mediators (cytokines and chemokines) that amplify immune involvement [14].

In the pathophysiology of ArCSVD, the state of chronic inflammation caused by
cellular aging and dysregulation of the immune system leads to endothelial dysfunction
and alteration of the blood–brain barrier: it seems that this process could be identified
early through the detection of circulating biological markers [15] categorized as systemic
inflammatory factors such as CRP and IL-6 or vascular/endothelial altered factors such as
homocysteine and von Willebrand factor.

Moreover, many studies have underlined that the early identification of pathological
modifications of the BBB through imaging techniques such as classical MRI or functional
MRI could predict the cognitive impairment in aged patients [16].

BBB leakage and endothelial dysfunction are considered the progenitors in the devel-
opment of ArCSVD. Early correction of the risk factors underlying these two alterations is
considered the best treatment to halt cognitive decline.

The BBB dysfunction leads to the release of the central nervous system (CNS) antigens
into the peripheral circulation and the infiltration of leukocytes into brain tissue [17,18].

The transit of serum proteins at the neurovascular unit due to BBB dysfunction leads
to microglia activation. Macrophages of microglia can produce chemokines, which pro-
voke the migration of peripheral inflammatory cells to the CNS, generating a perpetual
inflammatory microenvironment and supporting activated lymphocytes to meet CNS
antigens [19–24].

Therefore, immunosenescence and the set of altered molecular mechanisms described
above are the basis for understanding many diseases in older people: cellular aging
damages the immune system both in its innate and adaptive compartments.

3. Innate and Adaptive Aging-Related Immune System Alterations

The innate immune response constitutes the first barrier of the human body against
pathogens and harmful substances [25].

The cellular elements of this compartment can recognize conserved pathogen-associated
molecular patterns (nonself) and autologous antigens of the damage-associated molecular
patterns (self) through different specific types of sensors [26].

Beyond this, the revolutionary concept that has been increasingly understood in recent
years is that the innate immune system has a kind of memory, named “innate immune
memory”, which can recognize dangerous signals through a few receptors and amplify the
response by using many effectors in a model known as “bow-tie” [9].

Furthermore, it was observed that after some time from a specific activation (Calmette-
Guérin bacillus, BCG), innate immune cells were able to recognize the trace of the previous
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activation and to react in the absence of BCG to other stimuli through this “innate mem-
ory” [27].

The knowledge of these elements and complex mechanisms makes it possible to
understand the complexity of the action of the innate immune system.

The aging processes of innate immunity are related to dichotomous mechanisms:
immune stimulation and immune paralysis, exacerbation of some functions coexisting
with depression of others. This peculiarity, in the past, was considered the hinge of
inflammaging through the excessive production of inflammatory mediators by senescent
immune cells and the consequent boost of adaptive immunity and amplification of low
chronic inflammation status. Recent observations, however, have shown that inflammaging
is the result of many alterations such as mitochondrial aging, resident microbiota changes,
and oxidative stress (oxy-inflammaging) [28].

The trained innate immune memory described above could be, according to several
studies, the promoter of immune activation in the absence of specific triggers. It is mainly
constituted through epigenetic modifications and probably concerns the molecular path-
ways of energy production, thereby generating a significant change in the mechanisms of
immunomodulation: macrophages, which are the protagonists of innate immunity, can
modify their phenotype and the pattern of inflammatory molecules produced, playing a
pivotal role in determining the state of low-grade chronic inflammation that characterizes
the elderly, and it seems likely that many of these changes happen in the epigenomic
field [7].

Chronic stresses determine intracellular modifications and deterioration of molecular
mechanisms over the years—mitochondrial dysfunction, impaired autophagy, and damage
to DNA repair processes. It implies that, with aging, the balance between pro-inflammatory
and anti-inflammatory molecules is lost, and there is a preponderance of inflammation
status: the consequence of this mismatch is the damage of the whole organism at different
levels [29].

The counterbalance of chronic low-grade inflammation that represents the hyperactiva-
tion of the immune system in the elderly is immune paralysis. In physiological conditions,
this mechanism protects against the activation of immune cells against autologous antigens
and avoids self-damage. However, with aging, the functional alterations cause the loss
of protective activity against pathogens and other harmful substances, reinforcing the
condition of fragility that makes it more likely for an older adult to fall ill [30].

However, the condition of immune paralysis provides some advantages in the elderly
organism because it reduces the energy expenditure of the innate immune system: the most
explicit example is macrophages, for which it is too expensive to maintain the M1 pheno-
type (pro-inflammatory and antitumor). At the same time, it is much more energetically
convenient to acquire the M2 phenotype (angiogenetic and cancer-growth-promoting) [31].

Therefore, the crucial task, for the aged organism, is to maintain a convenient balance
between the need to fight pathogens and the pathway of chronic inflammation to avoid
tissue damage. Mitochondria come into play in this challenging process. Some degree
of mitochondrial dysfunction is responsible for successful aging as opposed to overall
mitochondrial dysfunction, responsible for unsuccessful aging [32].

Specifically, regarding the ArCSVD, the infiltration of immune cells such as macrophages,
neutrophils, T cells, and NK cells causes inflammation, endothelial dysfunction and is-
chemia in the cerebral area [18].

In addition, the infiltration of senescent immune cells worsens the inflammatory state
around the ischemic region through increased expression of inflammatory markers and
alteration of the immune system.

Moreover, infiltrating immune cells can produce ROS (reactive oxygen species), which
cause oxidative stress on endothelial cells, leading to vascular remodeling and impaired
vascular tone [33].
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In the innate immune system, microglia is another important actor who plays an
essential role in CNS phagocytosis, removing dead neurons, injured glial cells and debris
of the myelin sheath.

In aged people, the microglia also becomes senescent, and its dysfunction contributes
to a low-grade inflammation state in CNS and neurodegenerative diseases [34,35].

Moreover, senescent microglia provokes impairment of phagocytosis and migration
of immune cells, leading to senescent cells and debris accumulation. These cause chronic
inflammation that damages cerebrovascular structures and neurons [35,36].

Ultimately, the alterations of the innate immune system responsible for the pathogene-
sis of ArCSVD are mainly due to the loss of the physiological synergy existing between
immune and non-immune cells: chronic inflammation modifies the cellular microenviron-
ment and triggers processes of cell degeneration that, together with the normal cellular
aging, promote changes in the cerebral circulation.

Endothelial dysfunction, chronic inflammation promoted by senescent innate immune
cells, oxidative stress, and impairment of microglial functions constitute the framework
within which small vessel disease develops: it is a concatenation of molecular events
that promotes the decline of the central nervous system and cognitive functions slowly
and progressively.

The adaptive immune system also plays a crucial role in the immunological memory
of the organism, which encourages the quick identification and elimination of specific
pathogens by meeting specific sequences.

With aging, two substantial changes occur: there is a reduction in naïve T cells resulting
in a depletion of the TCR repertoire and an increase in memory T cells triggered by
pathogens and aggressors previously met. In addition, naïve T-cell regeneration is limited
because of thymic involution since puberty, continuous antigenic stimulations over the
years, and reduced bone marrow supply for cellular production in the elderly [37] (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Alterations in the innate and adaptive immune system represent the foundation of those
changes that the organism, as it ages, faces—immunosenescence and the alterations in molecular
mechanisms that it presupposes are a cornerstone of the pathophysiology in ArCSVD.

The above would explain the increased incidence of infections and cancer that charac-
terizes aging and the decreased vaccination response [38].

However, these concepts have been challenged over the years: it is not entirely true
that there is a depletion of the TCR heritage with aging, and it has been found that the
replenishment of naïve T cells is partly obtained by the action of interleukin-7 and by the
contribution of the Stem-Cell-like Memory T [39]. If, on the one hand, the aging of the
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adaptive immune system presupposes thymic involution, considering that the thymus
is a metabolically “wasteful” organ, on the other hand, there is an attempt to allocate
appropriate resources to protect the elderly. Furthermore, T cells fight internal and external
antigens and can trigger the immune response against latent pathogens and reactivate
under specific contexts, such as Cytomegalovirus (CMV) [40].

Although the available data are conflicting, CMV-driven recurrent antigenic stimula-
tion is responsible for successful aging, maintenance of adaptive immune system functions,
and vaccination response [41].

Concerning their features, aged T cells are divided into two classes: senescent and
exhausted cells. Senescent cells are inert; exhausted cells are “dormant” and can be
awakened by different stimulations by modulation of the surface receptors recovering
their activity [42].

This aspect is essential because of its clinical relevance. For example, there are some
cancers of the elderly, which is possible a modulation through the action at the level of
checkpoint inhibitors (the surface receptors described above) [43].

Whatever stimulation activates the immune system, the molecular cascade of events
that trigger the immune response is impaired in the elderly—alterations in immune
synapse formation, mistakes in the process of constitution of transcription factors (mainly
at the expense of those factors that are modulable). Among those described above,
one of the most studied factors is a factor that regulates the assembly of molecules in
cholesterol/ganglioside-containing nanoclusters [44].

Therefore, changes considered as part of aging in the past are the expression of an
environmental role in the human body modifications and suggest that lifestyle and nutrition
affect the process of immunosenescence [45] (Figure 2).

Many of the changes determined by the immunosenescence depend on the changes
that characterize the whole organism and the cerebral district with aging: in aged spon-
taneously hypertensive rats (SHR), we observed an increased expression of adhesion
molecules at the level of the cerebral microcirculation, then increased recruitment of lym-
phocytes in this district and dysfunction of small vessels resulting in thrombosis [46].

Moreover, antibodies against endothelial cells have been found to suggest the condi-
tioning role of B lymphocytes in the genesis of endothelial dysfunction [47].

In the interdependent relationship between immunosenescence and inflammaging, it
has also been observed a pathway of monocyte/macrophage activation able to promote
the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), to reduce the production of nitric oxide
(NO), thus causing the increased expression of adhesion molecules, the hypertrophy of
wall smooth muscle cells and the remodeling of the extracellular matrix by metallopro-
teinases [48], chronic inflammation and the differentiation of the role of immune cells in
an atherogenic sense thus represent the keystone in the pathogenesis of ArCSVD. Conse-
quently, they are considered the pathophysiological cornerstones of systemic and cerebral
atherosclerosis specifically.

4. Age-Related Alterations in Non-Immune Cells: What Role Do They Play in ArCSVD?

In ArCSVD, old cerebral non-immune cells, such as endothelial cells, astrocytes, and
oligodendrocytes, play an essential role in the destruction and dysfunction of the brain–
blood barrier (BBB). Moreover, the immune cells can intercept these senescent cells and
activate different responses. The endothelium is a critical system that plays a crucial role in
the ArCSVD [49] through regulating vascular tone, vascular remodeling, and the balance
of inflammation and coagulation. Many studies suggest that cellular oxidative stress and
low-grade inflammation contribute to endothelial senescence [50].

The dysregulation of the vascular tone is one of the most critical factors of endothelial
dysfunction. It is mainly due to reduced production of endothelial nitric oxide synthase
(eNOS)-derived NO [51–53]: many factors such as hypertension, angiotensin II and aging
can modify transcriptional and post-transcriptional eNOS signaling, leading to loss of
function of eNOS and consequently reduction in NO serum levels [51–53].
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The suppressed activity of eNOS causes modifications in vascular tone, reduced
cerebral blood flow, increased oxidative stress and vulnerability to acute ischemia [51–53].

With aging of endothelial cells, therefore, a vicious circle is established through oxida-
tive stress and inflammation, which progressively suppress the endothelial function and its
ability to ensure a balance between vasodilating and vasoconstricting factors in favour of
vasoconstriction, and this imbalance causes cerebrovascular dysfunction [54].

Aging causes activation of the Toll-like receptor Nuclear Factor kappa-B (TLR-NF-kB)
molecular pathway, leading to increased production of inflammatory cytokines such as
IL-1a, IL-1b, IL-6, TNF-a, and IFN-γ [55].

These inflammatory molecules and the NF-kB protein provoke the expression of nicoti-
namide adenine dinucleotide phosphate reduced (NADPH)-oxidase and, consequently,
elevated levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [56].

In addition, the reactive oxygen species induce positive feedback on NF-kB activity
and can recall circulating and residential immune cells [54], causing a dysregulate NO
production by suppressing eNOS activity [57].

Vessel rarefaction is a common feature of ArCSVD, leading to a reduction in the tissue
blood flow [58]. The imaging features of white matter hyperintensity or increased perivas-
cular space and lacunar infarcts are the final consequences of cerebral vessel remodeling,
leading to ischemic modifications in the regions vascularized by the responsible vessels.

Another factor involved in the pathogenesis of ArCSVD is dysfunction of the BBB due
to the alterations of endothelial function and pericyte disorders.

Immunosenescence induces those cellular changes described above, which, with other
risk factors such as trauma or hypertension, provoke an increase in BBB leakage [59,60].

Although the pathophysiology of BBB dysfunction is complex, the most critical key
factor of BBB leakage is endothelial dysfunction [61].

The chronic exposition of endothelial cells to the shear stress leads to modifications of
the tight junctions and increased permeability of BBB [61].

As a result of BBB leakage, immune cells and circulating non-immune cells can infil-
trate the brain tissue and provoke a low-grade inflammatory state [62]. With aging, brain
damage is also caused by the transit of potentially harmful proteins across a deteriorated
BBB [63].

In addition, the immune cells perpetuate the local inflammation and slow down the
tissue reparation processes because of increased inflammatory cytokines and oxidative
stress [64].

Aging causes an altered molecular microenvironment, which leads to an altered
immune response and modification of the immune system. However, few studies have ex-
amined the possible relationships between BBB dysfunction and age-related modifications
of peripheral cells of the innate or adaptive immune systems. Furthermore, many reports
have suggested a possible contribution of the BBB changes in neuroimmune dysfunction.
Some works have suggested that the early identification of pathological modifications of
the BBB in living humans through imaging techniques such as PET, SPECT, and MRI could
predict clinical symptoms such as cognitive impairment in aged patients [65].

Many studies suggest that modifications in BBB are one of the most critical factors con-
tributing to the formation of white matter lesions and other secondary injuries in ArCSVD.
These lesions found their radiological correspondents in the white matter hyperintensities
(WMH) [65].

Furthermore, there is a connection between WMH and BBB leakage: the more signifi-
cant the range of WMH, the more severe the BBB leakage [59].

In recent years, many studies have highlighted the role of Diffusion Tensor Imaging
(DTI) MRI in CSVD [66,67]. DTI is a functional MRI technique aiming to detect changes
in the neuronal network precociously. Williams et al., in a recent work, highlighted that
the Automatic Diffusion Tensor Image Segmentation Technique (DSEG) is an accurate
diagnostic tool able to assess brain microstructural damage in CSVD. Furthermore, DSEG
seems to identify individuals who will develop dementia within five years. The authors,
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therefore, suggest that DSEG is a good technique to predict the risk of disease progression
and development of dementia in subjects with risk factors for ArCSVD [16].

About the new frontiers of study in the field of the disease in question, in recent years,
in vitro microfluidic BBB chips are becoming a kind of beacon and guidepost leading brain
science research in the 21st century [68–70].

First of all, the multi-cell co-culture system provides potential for the investigation of
CNS diseases.

Because of the complex structure of the BBB, the conventional in vitro cell culture
model fails to truly present the dynamic hemodynamics of BBB and the interaction between
neurons. Therefore, miniaturized microfluidics-based BBB chips are commonly used to co-
culture various cells on a small-sized chip to construct three-dimensional (3D) BBB or BBB-
related organ disease models. By combining with other electrophysiological, biochemical
sensors or equipment and imaging systems, it can, in real-time and quickly screen disease-
related markers and evaluate drug efficacy [71].

BBB chips are non-invasive in vitro models capable of early identification of BBB
leakage, considered one of the main risk factors for developing ArCSVD.

The detection of WMH on conventional MRI, the brain microstructural damage on
DTI MRI and the presence of BBB leakage through in vitro BBB-Chips models could allow
the early identification of patients who will develop ArCSVD, which is why early diagnosis
and treatment of the underlying risk factors is crucial in blocking the development of the
disease [72].

5. The Relationship between Immunosenescence and Inflammaging

Recent findings suggest that there is no one-way path in which immunosenescence
produces inflammaging: indeed, there is a bidirectional pathway in which inflammaging
induces and maintains immunosenescence and vice versa. This was understood by looking
at what happens to T lymphocytes: in the elderly, there is an increase in memory of CD8+ T
cells (in the past considered inert) characterized by the loss of naïve T cell surface markers,
such as CD28 and CD27, and the appearance of new senescent markers such as KLRG1.
Thus, the increase in the number of T memory cells, and consequently of B cells, with aging
could be the expression of a chronic continuous antigenic stimulation analogous to the
mechanism of inflammaging (for example, the trigger induced by CMV infection) [40].

The wide diffusion of CMV implies that the organism uses its immune energies to
limit this specific infection in life. Thus, the T cell heritage is filled mainly by CMV-memory
T cells. Previously, they were considered inactive and inert, but challenging data suggest
that they are functionally active and contribute to inflammaging [73].

This chronic stimulation of the immune system causes the increase in the number of
senescent T cells and the inflammageing; the consequence of chronic stimulation, however,
is the appearance of exhausted cellular phenotypes with the remodeling of membrane
receptors and the emergence of inhibitory receptors (PD-1, CTLA-4) [74].

Moreover, the B cell population is compromised and unable to fight against new
harmful pathogens (altered clonal expansion, impaired antibody production), which is why
there is a significant risk of developing infectious diseases and cancer [29].

This situation represents the dog biting its tail: the production of inflammatory me-
diators caused by inflammaging promotes cellular senescence and the decrease in the
adaptive immune response; vice versa, the depletion of the adaptive immune mechanisms
favours the stimulation of the innate immune system and the production of inflammatory
mediators leading to inflammaging.

In this synoptic picture, it is possible to understand the physiopathological bases of
the ArCSVD: inflammaging is recognized as an essential risk factor for vascular dementia
and stroke by promoting the aging of the immune system and by acting synergistically
with traditional risk factors (obesity, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, etc.) [75].
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The progressive vascular damage of ArCSVD patients produces the release of cen-
tral nervous system antigens in the peripheral circulation, generating the recruitment of
lymphocytes in the brain tissue and the consequent dysfunctions [76].

In contrast, cerebral dysfunction is responsible for the progressive deterioration of the
immune system, causing a continuous stimulation of the immune cells through the release
of antigens and immunogenic molecules [77].

Pro-inflammatory molecules and activated immune cells are involved in the atheroscle-
rotic process caused by inflammaging [78].

The correlation between immunosenescence and inflammaging is fundamental in
understanding the pathogenesis of ArCSVD. With one-to-one correspondence, cellular
aging and the loss of integrity of the blood–brain barrier favour the perpetual activation
of the immune system, and the latter continuously worsens brain damage through a
varied series of molecular alterations. Therefore, immunosenescence and inflammaging
are two sides of the same coin and constitute a dynamic field of study and research to find
therapeutic perspectives which interfere with these mechanisms [76–78] (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Aging causes alterations in the innate and adaptive immune system that lead to increased
oxidative stress and endothelial dysfunction; this results in an alteration of the blood–brain barrier
and a release of brain antigens into the systemic circulation, leading to a recall of immune cells in
the brain. The amplification of the immune response feeds the inflammatory damage, establishing a
self-feeding circuit that generates and worsens ArCSVD.

6. Immunotarget of Aging in Early Diagnosis and Therapeutic Perspectives of
Cerebral Small Vessel Disease

At the brain level, it has been studied how the dysregulation of vascular homeostasis
and the balance between the processes of vascular dilation and constriction, with the release
of inflammatory cytokines, derive from endothelial dysfunction. These processes result
from chronic inflammation, responsible at least partly for the onset of ischemic events.
Endothelial dysfunction is a determinant key of vascular damage. Chronic inflammation
induces the release of molecular mediators that trigger immunological reactions capable of
stimulating and worsening brain damage, thus affecting the outcome of the disease [79].
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Endothelial dysfunction is an early marker of cardiovascular disease: many studies
showed the role of endothelial dysfunction and arterial stiffness as surrogate markers of
vascular health.

Several works documented how, in diabetic patients suffering from microangiopathy,
the indices of arterial stiffness (PWV and Aix) were higher than in the control group. In
contrast, indices of endothelial function (RHI) and cognitive function (MMSE) were lower.

The authors speculated a possible correlation between increased arterial stiffness and
decreased endothelial function, and mild cognitive impairment in this population [80].

Another scientific work, instead, evaluated the correlation between type 2 diabetes
mellitus complicated by diabetic foot and the presence of white matter hyperintensity
(WMH), also associated with alteration of omentin levels, and endothelial and cognitive
performance indices [65,81].

In patients with diabetic foot, there was evidence of alteration of small vessels, as
documented by the finding of hyperintensity of the white matter. Furthermore, the higher
frequency of WMH lesions in these patients could be due to the higher degree of arterial
stiffness, endothelial dysfunction and reduced serum levels of Omentin-1. Because of that,
more robust cardiovascular prevention with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors,
angiotensin II receptor blockers, statins and aspirin, and the evaluation of the values of
some adipokines could be necessary to identify the risk of brain-vessel dysfunction in the
diabetic patient with organ complications [81].

It is essential to identify therapeutic targets and try to interfere with the mechanisms
of immunosenescence. These therapeutic strategies could be specific or nonspecific. Con-
cerning nonspecific therapies, it would be necessary to modify the risk factors that act by
promoting chronic inflammation with consequent endothelial damage. Therefore, cardio-
vascular risk factors could be controlled (arterial hypertension, obesity, cigarette smoking,
dyslipidemia, etc.), evaluating the possibility of introducing anti-platelet and anticoagulant
therapy according to the individual patient’s ischaemic and haemorrhagic risk [82].

The use of specific categories of drugs could have a dual role, on the one hand, to allow
the control of cardiovascular risk factors and, on the other hand, to limit inflammatory
damage. Some studies have shown that therapy with statins, cilostazol, and ACE-i could
stabilize endothelial cells and reduce the chronic inflammatory process [83].

Additionally, in some clinical trials, statins have significantly reduced the risk of
cerebrovascular events in patients with hypercholesterolemia [84]. ACE-I-therapy has
shown a more active role in preventing the progression of WMH in ArCSVD [85].

Shuzhen et al. proposed that lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 (Lp-PLA2) and
superoxide dismutase (SOD) are independently related to cognitive dysfunction and injury.
This means that the white matter hyperintensity (WMH) of ArCSVD could be considered a
therapeutic target [86].

Considering the role of chronic inflammation and immunosenescence in the patho-
genesis of ArCSVD, it would be interesting to consider using drugs already used for
other neuroinflammatory diseases such as multiple sclerosis (fingolimod, natalizumab,
dimethyl fumarate, and rituximab) in order to interfere with the action of the cytokines
and inflammatory mediators involved [76].

About individual drugs, fingolimod is a drug commonly used in relapsing/remitting
multiple sclerosis; it reduces circulating lymphocytes and, consequently, prevents them
from escaping from the lymph nodes during a stroke. Therefore, this drug could con-
tribute to the prevention of early infiltration of lymphocytes in the brain and could reduce
thromboinflammation [87].

Fingolimod was used during the acute phase of ischemic stroke, and it showed an
improvement in microvascular permeability and secondary damage [88].

Further studies are still needed to understand its precise role. In addition, a recent
study found that fingolimod could induce the expression of VEGF in astrocytes. It, therefore,
could stimulate the molecule S1PR3, which plays a role in the breakdown of the BBB and
would be followed by the entry of pathogenic lymphocytes into the brain [89].
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Natalizumab is another drug used in multiple sclerosis, and it has the function of
blocking α4-integrin, which regulates the presence of lymphocytes (mainly T cells) in the
central nervous system. The ACTION study considered administering natalizumab within
9 h of the onset of the acute ischemic event symptoms, but it did not find the effects of
natalizumab on infarct growth. However, patients who received natalizumab had excellent
cognitive outcomes at 90 days, especially in the small ischemic lesion group [90].

Dimethyl fumarate is also used in the treatment of multiple sclerosis. It has been
documented that this drug is more effective and has fewer side effects than the other
drugs tested. Above all, it has an essential role in the process of oxidative stress cells.
This mechanism allows for the transcription of genes downstream of the activation of the
antioxidant nuclear factor Nrf2 [91].

Molecules that mediate pericyte-EC interactions, such as TGF-β, and platelet-derived
growth factor-BB (PDGF-BB), have been proposed as targets for the treatment of neurologi-
cal disorders. Pericytes play a vital role in regulating various microvascular functions, such
as angiogenesis, preservation of BBB, capillary blood flow, and migration of immune cells
to the brain [92].

Some works have shown how pericytes can differentiate into neurons, microglia, and
vascular cells after brain lesions in ischemic disease and hypoxia [93].

A trial in mice investigated how implantation of pericytes in the brain increased
cerebral blood flow and could reduce pathological deposition of Aβ122 [94].

Thus, this evidence suggests that pericytes transplantation may be a promising ap-
proach for treating ArCSVD.

Inflammation is increasingly recognized as a risk factor for dementia, stroke, and
ArCSVD [95].

As life expectancy continues to rise worldwide, the number of individuals living in
the community with age-related diseases will increase, especially ArCSVD [95].

Inflammation not only acts through the aging of the immune system, but it also
promotes the main cerebrovascular risk factors (such as obesity, hypertension, and type
2 diabetes) to trigger their damaging effects. For example, in ArCSVD patients, recurrent
injuries such as mild stroke lead to BBB loss, central nervous system antigens release into
the peripheral circulation, and infiltration of lymphocytes into brain tissue and related
brain dysfunction. Brain dysfunction can further damage the immune system, forming a
vicious cycle [77].

For this reason, the study of the role of the immune response during aging in the develop-
ment of small vessel disease and the corresponding brain damage is of fundamental importance.

The role of immunosenescence in endothelial dysfunction and blood–brain barrier
disorder has led to exciting aspects. Therefore, it could be a possible candidate for further
study [96–102].

7. Conclusions

To fully understand the pathophysiological mechanisms and therefore to obtain effec-
tive therapeutic strategies against ArCSVD, it is necessary to have a holistic approach; it is
necessary to counteract the known risk factors, and it is necessary to limit the effects of age-
related alterations on the immune system. Moreover, through new therapeutic strategies,
it is necessary to limit the effects of chronic age-related inflammation that represents an
essential trigger for oxidative stress and endothelial dysfunction.

The early diagnosis of ArCSVD, through serum markers of inflammation or functional
or conventional MRI techniques, is crucial to treat early and strictly the risk factors that can
cause disease progression and the onset of dementia.

Because the causative molecular mechanisms are not yet fully elucidated, the road of
scientific research is stretched in this direction to discover as many aberrant processes and
to ensure therapeutic weapons can improve the quality of life of people affected by them.
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